ABSTRACT: We report the direct evidence for superconductivity in Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene C 6 CaC 6 , which is regarded as the thinnest limit of Ca-intercalated graphite. We performed the electrical transport measurements with the in situ 4-pointprobe method in ultrahigh vacuum under zero-or nonzero-magnetic field for pristine bilayer graphene, Li-intercalated bilayer graphene (C 6 LiC 6 ) and C 6 CaC 6 fabricated on SiC substrate. We observed that the zero-resistance state occurs in C 6 CaC 6 with the onset temperature (T c onset ) of 4 K, while the T c onset is gradually decreased upon applying the magnetic field. This directly proves the superconductivity origin of the zero resistance in C 6 CaC 6 . On the other hand, both pristine bilayer graphene and C 6 LiC 6 exhibit nonsuperconducting behavior, suggesting the importance of intercalated atoms and its species to drive the superconductivity.
A tomic layer superconductors (ALSCs), where only one or a few atomic layers at the surface or interface becomes superconducting, 1−5 have attracted considerable attentions owing to their strong two-dimensionality. ALSCs composed of bulk-superconducting metallic elements such as In and Pb are usually fabricated on a semiconductor substrate, 1−4 and generally show the superconducting-transition temperature (T c ) lower than that of bulk 1−3 due to the strong interference from the substrate. On the other hand, it is expected that the interference from the substrate is considerably reduced in the case of two-dimensional (2D) materials such as transition-metal dichalcogenides and graphite, which show the superconductivity by itself or when it is doped with excess carriers. 6, 7 To widen the possibility for architecting the electronic devices based on ALSCs, intensive studies have been in progress to fabricate self-standing atomically thin 2D superconductors.
Graphene is a one-atomic-layer-honeycomb-network of carbon atoms and inherently has a strong 2D nature and various novel properties such as the massless electrons, 8 the high carrier mobility, 9 and the remarkable mechanical strength and flexibility. 10 Several methods, such as mechanical exfoliation 11 and epitaxial growth on various substrates, 11, 12 have been employed to obtain a high-quality graphene film with a large working area, especially for application to electronic devices. Superconducting graphene has been a target of intensive studies since the discovery of graphene, 13 because it realizes an intrinsic self-standing 2D ALSC. 14, 15 Many intensive efforts have been made to fabricate superconducting graphene by doping metals like in bulk graphite intercalation compounds (GICs). 16−19 Since metal-doped graphene is unstable in air because of the high reactivity of intercalated metals, an in situ measurement in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) is required to observe the possible superconductivity. A recent in situ angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) reported the opening of an energy gap at the Fermi level (E F ) at low temperatures in Li-decorated monolayer graphene, 16 suggesting the occurrence of superconductivity in doped graphene. However, it is not clear whether the gap-like feature observed by ARPES is due to the superconductivity or other origins such as charge-density-waves. Thus, it is urgent to clarify/confirm the origin of the gap-like feature by other more direct macroscopic measurements such as the zero resistance at low temperatures.
In this paper, we report an in situ resistivity measurement in UHV on Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene (C 6 CaC 6 ). It is known that Ca-intercalated graphite (C 6 Ca) has the highest T c of 11.5 K among all GICs, 20−24 and it has been theoretically proposed that C 6 CaC 6 becomes superconductive with a relatively high transition temperature. 14, 15 In fact, previous transport and magnetic measurements 25, 26 reported that Cadoped multilayer graphene shows the superconductivity with T c (6−7 K) slightly lower than that of bulk C 6 Ca. However, these previous measurements were done ex situ with exposing the sample to air, although, as described above, metal-doped graphene is very reactive in air and the possibility of deterioration of sample is not excluded. Further, the number of graphene layers in these "multilayer" graphene is not necessarily clear. To firmly establish the superconductivity in Ca-doped graphene, it is essential to perform an in situ experiment under UHV with a well-characterized graphene sample. In the present study, we clearly observed the zero resistance in Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene (BLG), which is regarded as the thinnest limit of bulk Ca-intercalated graphite, by the in situ four-terminal method 27 combined with the UHV scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We have confirmed that the superconductivity is the origin of the observed zeroresistance from the measurements under magnetic field.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To fabricate intercalated BLG (Figure 1a ), we at first prepared a pristine BLG sheet on a n-type Si rich 6H-SiC(0001) single crystal by heating it up to 1550°C in an argon atmosphere. 28 By controlling the heating temperature and the duration time, we selectively synthesized BLG, excluding mono-and trilayer graphene. Figure 1b shows the band dispersions around the K point in the Brillouin zone for our BLG sample, obtained by in situ ARPES measurements. One can clearly see two π bands in the vicinity of E F , directly proving that the sample is bilayer graphene, because mono-and trilayer graphene should show one and three π bands, 29 respectively. We also notice that a part of the π* band is located below E F due to the charge transfer from the buffer layer and SiC substrate.
28,29 Figure 1c shows the temperature-dependent transport characteristics of BLG below 60 K, where the conductivity in SiC substrate is negligible. The sheet resistance (R sheet ) of BLG shows a metallic behavior above 20 K, but turns into the insulating one at low temperatures. This is usually observed in the transport characteristics of epitaxial graphene on SiC and ascribed to the electron−electron scattering and the weak localization effect, suggesting the strong two-dimensional nature of BLG. 30 The residual resistance at 0 K is roughly estimated to be 560 Ω. The effect of weak localization is seen in the magnetotransport measurement at 1 K (Figure 1d ), and the experimental result is well fitted by Hikami−Larkin−Nagaoka equation. 31 From the fitting, we have estimated the relaxation length of intervalley-and intravalley-scattering at 54 ± 8 and 36 ± 1 nm, respectively. This result is consistent with the report for monolayer graphene on SiC, where the momentum relaxation length is dominated by the intravalley-scattering due to the donors' potential distributed randomly on SiC surface. 30 After a short exposure to air, the grown BLG was transferred into another vacuum chamber where the transport measurements and the check of surface by RHEED (reflection-highenergy electron diffraction) were performed. After the sample was heated at 400°C for several hours in the chamber, we observed the RHEED pattern typical of clean BLG on SiC (Figure 2a ). Both Si(1 × 1) spots from the substrate and C(1 × 1) spots from graphene are clearly seen. Spots from the buffer layer with the 6√3 × 6√3R30°periodicity are also visible. When we evaporated Li atoms onto this BLG sheet, several sharp √3 × √3R30°spots emerged in the RHEED pattern (yellow arrows in Figure 2b ), indicating that Li atoms are regularly intercalated between two adjacent graphene layers. 32 After confirming the growth of Li-intercalated BLG (C 6 LiC 6 ), we then deposited Ca atoms on this C 6 LiC 6 sheet to replace Li with Ca atoms. During the Ca deposition, we kept the substrate at 150°C, slightly above the Li desorption temperature of 145°C
. The Ca deposition transformed the √3 × √3R30°spots into streaks (Figure 2c ), suggesting that intercalated Li atoms are replaced by Ca atoms. 17 However, not all the area of sample was converted into C 6 CaC 6 at this early stage, because repeated cycles of Li and Ca deposition together with annealing made the √3 × √3R30°streaks brighter and brighter. We call the sample at this early stage sample S0. After several cycles of Cadeposition and annealing, we finally obtained the very sharp √3 × √3R30°streaks in the RHEED pattern (Figure 2d) , indicative of formation of well-ordered C 6 CaC 6 . We call this sample S1.
After fabrication of the sample as described above, we then performed the in situ electrical transport measurement in the same vacuum chamber with the 4-point-probe (4PP) method. 27 As shown in Figure 3a , the 4PP chip was contacted on the sample, and then cooled down to 0.8 K together with the sample. The results of temperature-dependent transport measurements on C 6 LiC 6 and C 6 CaC 6 (sample S1) are compared in Figure 3b . In contrast to the pristine BLG (Figure  1c) , the R sheet of intercalated BLG behaves as metallic, and their resistance is as low as ca. 10% of that of pristine BLG. This is because of the increase of the Fermi-surface volume by the carrier doping from Li or Ca atoms and the resultant folding of Brillouin zone due to the induced √3 × √3R30°super-structure. 17 Importantly, the transition of R sheet to zeroresistance is clearly seen at around 2 K in C 6 CaC 6 , which is the direct evidence for macroscopically coherent superconductivity with T c zero = 2 K. It is also noteworthy that C 6 LiC 6 shows no sign of superconductivity down to 0.8 K, and instead exhibits a weak localization behavior as evident from a slight upturn in resistance at low temperatures. While the R sheet of C 6 CaC 6 shows a sharp drop at around 4 K (T c onset = 4 K), it starts to decrease even above 4 K as seen in Figure 3b . This may be due to the superconducting fluctuation inherent to lowdimensional superconductors. 33 Figure 3c shows the sample-dependent R sheet as a function of temperature. Three samples (S1−S3) prepared with the same method as described above reproducibly exhibited superconducting transition. The difference in quality among samples S1−S3 is seen in the line profile of RHEED pattern ( Figure  3d ). The central peak is due to the 1 × 1 structure, while the side peaks are from the √3 × √3R30°superstructure originating from the intercalated Ca sheet. Figure 3c,d shows that the R sheet at 0.8 K approaches the zero-resistance when the √3 × √3R30°spot becomes stronger. The fact that S1 with the brightest √3 × √3R30°spot shows a full drop to zeroresistance at 2 K suggests that the ordering in the Ca layer is important to realize the superconductivity. This is confirmed by the experimental fact that the R sheet of sample S0 (early stage sample) shows only a tiny drop near the lowest temperature. 
C
To obtain further evidence for the superconductivity, we conducted magnetoresistance measurements on C 6 CaC 6 (sample S2), under the magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface. Panels a and b in Figures 4 show R sheet as a function of temperature and magnetic field, respectively. As seen in Figure 4a , the T c onset is gradually shifted toward lower temperature as the magnetic field is increased. A similar behavior of T c onset is also seen in Figure 4b . To see the temperature-dependence of the upper critical field (μ 0 H c2 ), we plot in Figure 4c the magnitude of magnetic field at which the R sheet is a half of the normal-state-resistance as a function of temperature. The μ 0 H c2 at 1 K is 100 mT, which is four times larger than that reported in Ca-intercalated 50-layers graphene 25 and is almost the same as that of bulk C 6 Ca. 20, 21 We find that the obtained μ 0 H c2 values are well aligned linearly, which suggests that the experimental results can be analyzed in the framework of the Ginzburg−Landau (GL) theory. 34 Numerical fittings with the GL theory show that the in-plane GL coherence length at zero Kelvin ξ(0) is 49 ± 1 nm. This value is comparable to the momentum relaxation length of pristine BLG, obtained from the analysis of weak localization in Figure 1d . This indicates that the superconducting coherence length in C 6 CaC 6 is limited by scattering at random potential on the SiC surface. However, the ξ(0) in C 6 CaC 6 is slightly larger than that of bulk C 6 Ca (29−36 nm), 20, 21 probably owing to the high career mobility in graphene. This shows a striking contrast to the case of usual ALSCs such as In on Si(111), where the ξ(0) is ∼25 nm [ref 3] and much shorter than that of bulk (250−440 nm). 35 This suggests the strong 2D nature of superconductivity in C 6 CaC 6 .
Next we comment on recent progresses in superconducting graphene in relation to the present experimental results. Recently, the superconductivity in Li-decorated monolayer graphene 16 was reported, showing a marked contrast to the present observation of absence of superconductivity in Liintercalated bilayer graphene. This, in return, provides an important experimental clue to elucidate the origin and mechanism of superconductivity in graphene and graphite. Ludbrook et al. 16 observed a free-electron-like metallic band at the Γ point in their superconducting Li-decorated monolayer graphene, in good agreement with the calculation which has predicted a strong electron−phonon coupling in metaldecorated monolayer graphene. 36 On the other hand, it has been also theoretically predicted that the free-electron-like band is located above E F in Li-intercalated bilayer graphene, 37 as revealed by ARPES experiments. 17, 32 These theoretical and experimental studies indicate that the free-electron-like metallic band is essential to realize the superconductivity in metaldoped graphene and the electron−phonon coupling is enhanced in monolayer graphene. 36 It is noted here that the free-electron-like metallic band is also seen in Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene. 17 It is also important to comment on the experimental fact that the T c (2 K) of Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene (C 6 CaC 6 ) is lower than that of Ca-doped multilayer graphene (6−7 K) 25, 26 and Ca-intercalated graphite (C 6 Ca, T c = 11.5 K). 20−24 The difference in T c among these compounds may be due to the difference in the amount of doped electrons per a single graphene sheet. In bulk GICs, the first-stage compound such as C 8 K, which consists of a single K layer per a single carbon (graphene) layer, shows the superconductivity, while the second-stage compound such as C 16 K composed of a single K layer per two graphene layers does not show the superconductivity. The absence of superconductivity in the second-stage compound is ascribed to the insufficient electron doping from the K layer because of the reduced population of K layers in the compound. Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene (C 6 CaC 6 ) corresponds to a single layer of structural unit of the second-stage Ca-intercalated graphite (C 12 Ca), while intercalated multilayer graphene is much closer to the first stage compound (C 6 Ca). It is inferred that the situation of charge balance in intercalated multilayer graphene is closer to that of bulk C 6 Ca than that of bilayer graphene, resulting in the difference in T c between Ca-doped bilayer and multilayer graphene.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we performed the in situ electrical transport measurements on Ca-intercalated bilayer graphene (C 6 CaC 6 ). We have observed that the resistance steeply drops at 4 K and reaches zero at 2 K under zero magnetic field, demonstrating the emergence of superconductivity with T c onset = 4 K and T c zero = 2 K. The measurements under magnetic field have confirmed that the observed zero resistance is of superconductivity origin.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bilayer graphene was prepared by heating a n-type Si-rich 6H-SiC(0001) single crystal at 1550°C with resistive heating under 0.1 MPa Ar gas. 28 To confirm the number of graphene layers in the sample, we performed ARPES measurements using a VG-Scienta SES2002 spectrometer with a high-flux helium discharge lamp. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements showed the typical terrace size of ∼5 μm. Deposition of Li was carried out using a Li dispenser (SAES Getters), while Ca was deposited with a Knudsen-cell under UHV of 5 × 10 −10 Torr. RHEED measurements were performed with the primary electron energy of 14 keV. The electrical transport measurements were done with Unisoku USM-1300S, 27 where a 4PP consisting of four copper wires with 100 μm diameter was attached to the STM head. The sheet resistance R sheet was obtained by the 4PP dc current−voltage measurement, by using the dual configuration method to avoid data scattering due to the error of probe contact point. 27 To avoid Joule heating during the measurement, the applied current was controlled to be less than 6 μA. The minimum resistance we could measure was 5 Ω. All the 4PP measurements were performed in a vacuum better than 3 × 10
−10
Torr. No degradation of the sample surface was observed during the measurements.
